
17/5/08 

In answer to an e-mail from Paolo from Nautivela; 

Hi Paolo and Holger and everyone else who has sent e-mails about all of this.  While in Qingdao, 
Marcus Spillane (49er CEO) asked me to pen something, so here goes, this is where we are. 

BTW, where I use the term “we” is used I’m referring to the builders group and the class' advisory 
body that was set up to do this. They are: Chris Turner UK, Barry Johnson AUS, Marcus Spillane 
IRL, Takao Otani JPN and myself, Julian from AUS/NZL.    I’m indebted to them and others. 

49er 
 
Re the Rig, we are just about to start the Beta Trial.   

Just going back 2-3 stages, we have done approximately 2 years of actual trialing, and because we 
have used the 29erXX alongside the 49erC rig as a confirmation base, that has allowed us to 
effectively double the trialing/testing process.  (It’s effectively been a 4 year development 
process).   The class Sub Committee has selected the Southern Spar package, and the principal 
reason for that is because the whole package, spars, spreaders, fittings, ropes, wires all comes as one 
bundle, all the same, all interchangeable and also because the SS process should deliver the most 
repeatable solution. 

Alongside that has been a whole sail development process, some has been done in NZ by SS but 
that was then transferred to Sydney where MacDairmid/Pryde took over and refined the process 
significantly and also at the bequest of myself and others looked at the whole sail 
development/design/structure process. 
 

All of that has gone extraordinarily well.    We have learned a lot and I think that the next 8 years 
will see sails and spars that will serve the class and the sailors very, very well. 

(Head detail of the new sail in Hong Kong May 08) 



 
I signed that all off April 4th.  We then went and got a special run of sail fabric (it looks the same as 
the existing cloth but we had to reduce the weight to make the square head work) made for the 
main, and Polyant responded exceptionally.     As we speak, Ian MacDairmid is in Hong 
Kong/China at the Pryde loft, (spoke to him less than a hour ago, average 2 calls a day at present) 
making the first 3 suits of sails; these are the Beta Rigs!    They are expected to be dispatched from 
HK on the 28th of this month to Matt Noble in San Francisco,  Dave O'Connor in Sydney and to 
Ovington's in the UK.     These are our "crash tests dummies".   
 
At the same time, John Clinton from SS NZ is in Sri Lanka now, finishing off the 3 Beta Rigs.   If 
you think we have done a good job on the sails, the rigs are even more impressive.    The level of 
testing and development on these all the way down to the placement of fittings has been 
extraordinary and intensive. 

In front of me I have the last spreader, this has been a see saw between myself and a company in 
NZ and the result is a spreader that is simpler, tougher, lighter and stronger than what we have now, 
and it will be exceptional for compliance, (resistance to cheating)!   It happens to look pretty Gucci 
all in Carbon to boot. 
 
The Spars may leave Sri Lanka 1-2 days before the sails leave HK. 
 
So as I said, that is where we are at right now; Ovington's, Dave and Matt should get their rigs early 
June. 
 
In a perfect world, they will sail them hard, and nothing will go wrong!   They will be deemed 
perfect. 
 
If that was the case, then some time towards the end of July, I will push the proverbial button. 
 
What that will do is throw into gear a number of things, the most time critical being the ordering of 
Mainsail fabric.      

Delivery of "commercial rigs" will be dependent on the process of that order, we have blocked out 
time already at Polyant, but it could be as short as 2 months or as long as 4.     We just don't know. 



 
In answer to supply of masts, Southern Spars will supply each mast in a box and they will be sent in 
relatively large quantities to the builders.   In that box will be a complete mast!  The 3 piece mast, 2 
spreaders, all the wires (including F/S) all ropes, block, sheaves (Harken) cleats, the lot.     For us 
(BD), we won’t even touch the box.  If someone wants a mast, we will simply take the first box and 
give it to them.     But nothing will stop you from supplying the mast with your own ropes or wires, 
providing you do it within the rules.    I doubt you will be able to do it as cost effectively. 
 
ISAF have declared Jan 1st as a date with which they are comfortable for the rigs to become legal, 
as a Int. Class the 1st Dec seems more logical so events like SIRs and SM can use the new rig, 
though I have to mention that the Australian class won’t allow the rigs to be used in the Perth 
nationals early Jan 09. 
 
An existing boat can/will accept the new rig with very little modification.   The mast is stepped at 
the front of the mast step channel, it needs to be there to help the balance of the boat and the control 
system is up and down the back of the mast rather than along the deck beside the centerboard. 

The changes to the jib are mostly cosmetic, including a zipper right up the luff instead of the 
hanks.   But no changes to cloth weight, the forestay chainplate, jib-track or sheeting system at all. 
 
There is no change to the spinnaker at all, the halyard is feed through a saddle about 150mm down 
the front of the mast. 
 
Rig tension is a function of Forestay length, the new FS is about 170mm longer than the old one, 
time will tell but we are only seeing 1/2 a point on a Loos gauge more tension.  Some are saying it 
will be less because the mast won’t bend as much.    That is true, it is one of the main reasons for 
doing all this; by reducing the overall bend we dramatically increase the longevity or the mast. 

An existing 49er mast bends upwards of 500mm, the new Carbon rig will be in the 300s in terms of 
bend! 

 
One big difference is the weight; the mast will be about 4kgs lighter, from 14.5 with the old spar 
down to 10.5kgs with the new one so it’s almost a 30% reduction.     But even greater is that the 
sweet spot is much bigger, this is a much easier rig to use, far more forgiving, especially in the big 



bear-away at the top mark (the twilight zone) and it also has a much bigger groove.    
 
The Weekend Warrior will have a lot more fun, because the Rock Star wont horizon them nearly as 
easily. 

 
The other biggish change which won’t be immediately evident is the mast will be in 3 pieces.  It 
will in fact taper both ways and come apart at each spreader.   (The spreaders are identical, and can 
be interchanged).   The reason for breaking it into 3 pieces is that each piece will be less than 4m in 
length.   This makes it much easier and cheaper to ship, either by sea or air.     Yes, you can ship 
things far longer than 4m and we presently do, but the industry is changing and its become harder 
and harder to ship things over 4m.   It also allows you to replace a section, far more easily, making 
it simpler again for the WW and those people away from the hubs of sailing.   

 
Cost, excluding CPI factors which are presently running about 3.75%: spinnaker won’t change; jib 
will go up maybe 5% for the zipper and the extra piping;   main is bigger, more sail area and 
another batten plus piping against that we have use a lighter material so there will be some saving 
there.   I just don't know and won’t for a bit, but if you worked on a 10%  + CPI, for the main, you 
would be in the ball park.  The flip side is the main and the mast will last significantly longer, far 
more than the cost increase, the boat will be a lot more fun and responsive and very probably 
faster.     The mast, again, we don't know yet, we need to find out about spreaders more than 
anything but presently we are confident of keeping it within the extra $1000 (on a existing mast) we 
had spoken about in Sicily when we got the go ahead from the sailors to do all this. 

If I was a betting man, I would think you will be able to get the new rigs late September or more 
likely mid-October.   You need to contact your local builder: Bethwaite's, Ovington's or MacKay's!  
 
The Hull. 
 
This has taken less time but even more frustrating than the rig. 
 
We have used "supposedly" super accurate lasers scans only to find they are nothing of the sort, we 
have used quite complex plotting methods, but at the end of the day, we have gone and hand cut 
countless numbers for frames then transposed that information into a iges (3d) file; got the machine 
to spit out full size drawings and then used those to cut another set of frames and repeated the 
process countless times, (read in-excess of 10) to the point where we now have a iges file that is 
within 0.5mm of the Aust Plug. 

 
 
We have also put those frames on the Australian boat, a New Zealand boat and a UK boat. 



 
I should stress here that the difference between the chines, as in the bit that’s in the water where it 
counts of all 3 boats is, at worst, +/- 1mm and that's only in very small areas aft.    
 

 

 
The whole reason for doing this is that all 3 builder moulds are rapidly coming to the end of their 
lives, our mould is 16 years old; the UK & NZ moulds are about 12 years old. 
 
We could have gone and got 1 of the plugs (there are 2, one in the UK and another in AUS) and 
pulled 3 new moulds of the one plug and shipped them around the world, but instead we have 
decided to once and for all, kill off the rumour that its asymmetrical, and generate absolute best 
practice new plug and moulds from one source. 
  
We will take that iges file, and then get a plug milled, to within 0.1mm accuracy, have that finished 
off and then have 3 moulds pulled off that plug. 

 

 
Dave MacKay has done the leg work on tracking down the best place to do this and that will all 
happen (all 3 processes) in the one place on the Gold Coast, just south of Brisbane, Australia and 
we are hoping that to happen August or September this year (08). 
 
Once that is done we will make sure the deck fits and make 3 new deck moulds which fit the hull 
perfectly.        There will be detailed work on the new deck moulds, (the gunwhales have moved a 



max of +/- 5mm) but most notably, an increased non-skid straight out of the mould, changed wing 
attachments, (see wings below) other than re-plugging and tooling the deck, no changes are 
envisaged. 
 
I’m hoping  that this will also will happen on the Gold Coast at the same place the hull moulds are 
made or in Newcastle, AUS (2 hrs north of Sydney). 
 
With any luck, these moulds will then be shipped to UK, NZ and to us maybe November, possibly 
earlier.    We will make one “proving” hull in Australia before the moulds are shipped, but that will 
be a one off.    Real production of hulls out of the new moulds won’t happen till very late in 08 and 
more likely early in 09.  
 
So the hull that comes out of those moulds, will most importantly be the same as the hull that comes 
out of another 2 moulds, and it will also be virtually identical to all the existing hulls out there 
now.   It’s unlikely to be lighter!   The plan is to use some of the weight saving from the wings and 
use that to increase the longevity of the hulls.    Presently there is a perception that hulls tend to “go 
off” in there 3rd or 4th year.    The perception is they go soft aft, in the planing run, so we intend to 
include a full keel-son running from the back of the centrecase to the transom, also re-align the 
frames under the wings and increase the size of the forward breast hook.  This will increase the 
weight of the hull 1-2 kgs, its unlikely to affect the speed/stiffness of a new hull but it should reduce 
the cost of maintaining a hull later in its life! 
 
Wings. 
 
This is where it all makes sense.    Presently wings take about as long as a hull to make. They are 
stupidly expensive, complex, and just not fun to make.  You simple pay nothing like they are 
worth.   There are over 15 bits in each wing. 
 
Again, what we have done is taken some pretty accurate measurements and generate a iges file and 
we will now take that file and manipulate it to minimizes the number of pieces and the complexity 
in making them.   We are hoping to get the number of pieces down to 5. 

 

 
 
This process will happen faster than the hull/deck.    We are hopeful of starting this work in the next 
2 weeks and finishing it before the beginning of July.    
 



The biggest difference in the wings is we will dispense with the tracks underneath; they became 
superfluous when the weight equalization was done away with.    (IOC ruling) 
 
Instead the wings will be pinned, the current plan is to use a piece of the mast step channel, approx 
30mm long screwed down on the deck and arrange a talon again similar to that on the bottom of the 
mast but quite possible made in titanium (for electrolysis issues) with a 1/4" (6mm) Stainless pin.  
There will obviously be 4 such mounts, 2 at the inside points and 2 at the gunwhale per side.  The 
wings will be able to fold up with the inside points still pinned, so getting passed something in the 
boat park should be relatively simple.    For long term storage, the wings will completely un-pinned 
and be able to be re-pinned quite possibly further in than the present ones. 
 
To do all this we have brought a very old 49er and will use that as the re-fitting base for all this 
work, I think its #420 (poetic choice of number).    The obvious point here is the new wings should 
not only be tougher and have less issues but they will be very retrofitable to the old boats also. 
 
Again we don't know yet but we are expecting the weight of the wing to drop from 11kgs each 
down to 8, maybe 7.5 kgs each, the biggest saving will be the tracks, (300gms each) the inside alloy 
bars those tracks are riveted into (300gms) and the rivets (100gms), That’s 1.4kgs on its own per 
wing.  The rest will go in glue joints and bog.    Time will tell. 
 
The Cost of all this. 
 
At the beginning I said this is where it all makes sense, the whole exercise, the new moulds, all the 
work developing the iges files, a lot of the sail development, all that work, well in excess of $200k 
investment, we are planning to fully fund that by being able to make wings at a profit rather than at 
present where we effectively make them at a loss. So the net result to the sailor/consumer of the 
cost hull and wings should be near to zero.  We will absorb that whole process due to the saving in 
the wings. 
 
That's where it makes sense!!!!!!!! 
 
Equalisation.  
 
That you will have to ask the Class.    That's their decision.    If it where me, the rig is the rig, I 
would not go there, it’s readily transferable.     The Hull won’t change!     It’s only really the wings 
which last a while.    But again they are transferable also, just at a long cycle.    Again if it was me, I 
would phase that in over 2 years, so by the time of the next Olympic selection, we where down to 
minimum at least in the gold fleet!    How that is done and the wording of the rules I leave all that to 
Barry.   It’s probably only 4kgs (3kgs per wing + add 2 to the hull) at the end of the day, total 
weight loss will be 8 kgs (4 in the mast 4 in the wings)! 

Ask the association how they will do it; I don't even think I'm on it (the assoc) other than a honorary 
position. 
 
 
29erXX 

Post Hyeres and with a much increased level of interest in the XX project, the builders group 
decided to firstly listen to all those girls who had participated in the trials and also those additional 
sailors of both sex's that became XX owners and sailors.     From that we have allow the boat, to use 
your words, “evolve”.   Hence its involvement in the 49er sail development out of which both 
classes benefited exceptionally.    



 Again from my POV, it was n extraordinary opportunity that comes alone so rarely it just has to be 
embraced.     The classic comment we came across again and again was that the I14 is too big, and a 
29erXX is too small, yet the XX has a bigger foot print than an I14. 

So it’s all about perception!     We need to change that perception.      The perception that the 
29erXX was too small has more to do with the fact that is balanced and “sweet” so you did not have 
to fight it.   Also the rudder is transom hung, so the tiller intrudes into the cockpit.     

Though the development of the new 29erXX sails with the 49erC sails was a bit of a leap frog 
process, the object was to give the sails a much bigger sweet sport and more potential.    The last 
“leap” of that process the 49er over the XX (dare I say girls)!   On Maka's return, (next week) the 
final leap of the XX to bring it along side the 49er will be done which involves the orientation of 
the fibres in the very head of the main and the designing of the reinforcements!   Then those sails 
will become the sails! 

The Rudder Pod gets the tiller out of the way and further refines the steering; it’s now much easier 
to gybe well, bit off both ergonomics and hydrodynamics.    The first “production” rudder pod 
should be here in days along with the wing extensions.   

Same mast, we have changed the track,  and the longer pole makes it much easier to gybe, while not 
throwing out of balance! 

 
The "evolution” is complete!  

Interest remains pretty high, we have some orders for 20+ boats for Asia, I know that USA/Canada 
is getting lots of bits to service orders and Chris (UK) is in the same boat. 
 
29er 
 
One of the things that came out of Qingdao was there is significant dis-information out there.  This 
became abundantly evident on the last day at the airport as I was leaving!     Between Jerelyn and 
me, we will ensure that will be corrected in the near future.   What is pleasing is the relatively rapid 
sale of the Youth World boats! 
 



I would like to stress that we are very happy with the 29er as is!     I don’t see any changes to sails, 
masts, construction beyond minor local adorations (ropes, type of swing strap webbing, etc) for the 
foreseeable future.     It’s a pretty nice package. 

 
29er sales appear buoyant, numbers are a tad below last year but that's very typical for us in a 
Olympic year. 49er sales are down moderately, which always happens during the Games, everyone 
backs off a notch!   And the above is not helping, but given we have to change, there will never be a 
better time.   The flip side is the year after the Games in always manic, as all the new blood flows 
into the class(s). 
 
Garda worlds should help a lot!   (There is an outside chance I will go to Riva in mid July, you can 
buy me a birthday drink!) 
 
Spin bags 
 
Thank you, think they are a good thing and a additional step in the right direction! 
 
Have a great event, I’m hoping to be on  #420 being towed with dad's new foils array, I’m his crash 
test dummy! 
 
           Julian 

 


